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Founded by Australian Sam Clay, Sphere Sport is a premier manufacturer of top-tier rugby kits, deftly 
fulfilling intricate and rigorous demands. The company extends its services to a broad spectrum of brands, 
encompassing all tiers of rugby. The intense passion and professionalism embodied in Sphere Sport’s mission 
enable the creation of products that appeal to the end-users and enhance the reputation of the brands.

At Sphere Sport, quality is the cornerstone of the manufacturing process. Leveraging state-of-the-art techniques, 
they seamlessly integrate superior-grade materials with detailed craftsmanship, producing rugby kits that are not 
only durable and comfortable but also performance-enhancing. This relentless pursuit of quality has positioned 
Sphere Sport as a go-to supplier for teamwear brands that are looking to outfit their rugby teams with gear 
capable of withstanding the sport’s physical demands.

The in-house graphic design team at Sphere Sport is adept at translating brand 
visions into physical products. Known for their ability to create distinctive and visually 
appealing designs, they contribute significantly to elevating the image of teamwear 
brands in the fiercely competitive rugby market. This melding of high-quality kit 
manufacturing, cutting-edge production techniques, and design brilliance firmly 
establishes Sphere Sport as a trusted partner for rugby teams and brands alike.

https://sphere-sports.com/product-category/rugby/
https://sphere-sports.com/product-category/afl/
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Fabric Type: 250gsm EXODRY / COOLDRY (SP-058)

Composition:  95% polyester 5% spandex

Optional Features:

Rugby Jersey
Sublimation    sph-rug-sub-m-ts 

GripperCustom Collar GPS Pockets

Built-in GPS Pockets
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Collar Styles

Kiwi Round Insert V-Neck Polo

Loop Stub Open Stub Barbos
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Men’s Rugby Jersey
sph-rug-sub-m-ts 
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Women’s Rugby Jersey
sph-rug-sub-w-ts 

Youth Rugby Jersey
sph-rug-sub-y-ts 
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Rugby Shorts
Sublimation    sph-rug-sub-m-sh

Composition: 100% polyester

Chamois Panel

Optional Feature

SPH-S-2090C
200gsm Hydrotek Fabric
Fabric SKU: SP-016

SPH-S-2090D
260gsm Hydrotek Fabric
Fabric SKU: SP-017

SPH-S-2090A
220gsm Polytwill Fabric
Fabric SKU: SP-030
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Men’s Rugby Shorts
sph-rug-sub-m-sh 

Women’s Rugby Shorts
sph-rug-sub-w-sh 
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Rugby Training Shorts
sph-rug-sub-m-sh2 

Rugby Traning Bib
sph-rug-sub-u-bb 

Rugby Training Shirt
sph-rug-sub-m-ts2 
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12RUGBY CATALOGUE

Men’s Rugby Polo
sph-rug-sub-m-po 

Women’s Rugby Polo
sph-rug-sub-w-po 
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13RUGBY CATALOGUE

Men’s Rugby Hoodie
sph-rug-m-hd 

Women’s Rugby Hoodie
sph-rug-w-hd 
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Youth Rugby Hoodie
sph-rug-y-hd 
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15RUGBY CATALOGUE

Fabric Type: 320gsm 4D Stretch Fleece Lining (SP-047)

Composition:  100% polyester

Rugby Softshell Jacket
Pre-Dyed     sph-wint-dye-m-hd3 
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16RUGBY CATALOGUE

Women’s Tracksuit
sph-rug-dye-w-ja 

Tracksuit Pants
sph-rug-sub-m-pt 

Men’s Softshell Jacket
sph-wint-dye-m-hd3 
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ABOUT
SPHERE SPORT
Sphere Sport is a sports apparel manufacturer based in Dongguan, 
China. Our founders, Sam Clay and Eric Fan, bring a unique blend 
of Australian and Chinese culture to our business, creating a 
dynamic and innovative approach to sports apparel production. 

We specialize in sublimation printing, a process that allows us to 
print vibrant and long-lasting designs on our high-quality fabrics. 
Our dedication to using only the best materials and equipment 
ensures that our products are not only stylish but also durable and 
comfortable. 

We believe that customer satisfaction is of utmost importance, 
and that’s why we place a high emphasis on customer service. 
Our team is committed to working closely with our clients to 
understand their specific needs and create customized solutions 
that meet their unique requirements. 

Our apparel is trusted by sports teams, retailers, and organizations 
across the globe for its exceptional quality and design. Whether 
you’re looking for performance gear for your team wear brand, 
fashionable activewear for your retail store, or custom-designed 
apparel for your event, we have the expertise and resources to 
deliver the best apparel and service on the market. 

0417
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LEADERSHIP
TEAM

Eric Fan
Production Director

eric@sphere-sports.com

Sam Clay
Sales Director

sam@sphere-sports.com

Daniel Shultz
Operations Director

daniel@sphere-sports.com
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GREATER CUSTOMIZATION
OF YOUR APPAREL
Rather than restricting you to our sizes or  styles, we encourage new garment  
development, individual order customization, and offer free expert consultations on 
fabrics and apparel features that fit your brand’s needs.  06
OF YOUR AFL APPAREL
GREATER CUSTOMIZATION 19
Rather than restricting you to our sizes or styles, we encourage new garment 
development, individual order customization, and offer free expert consultations on 
fabrics and apparel features that fit your brand’s needs.
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EXCELLENT QUALITY
CONTROL PROCESSES
Quality control processes are an essential part of any manufacturing process, and 
they are particularly important when it comes to producing custom team uniforms

Catching Errors Early

Our quality control processes start at 
the beginning of the manufacturing 
process and continue throughout, 

with multiple checks at every 
step. This means that any errors or 

mistakes are caught early on avoiding 
mistakes or allowing for immediate 

reproduction. This allows us to 
maintain our turnaround times.  

Maintaining Quality Standards

We have strict quality standards that 
we adhere to, and our quality control 

processes ensure that these standards 
are met every time. This means that our 

customers can rely on us to produce high-
quality custom team uniforms that meet 

their expectations.

Ensuring Accuracy

Each of our orders is highly 
customized from the names, sizes, 

and numbers to the design and fit of 
each apparel piece. We are able to 
go beyond most manufacturers in 

customization options because of our 
refined QC checklists and processes. 

07
Quality control processes are an essential part of any manufacturing 
process, and they are particularly important when it comes to 
producing custom Rugby uniforms.

20
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REPREVE RECYCLED FABRIC
ALWAYS IN STOCK

BRANDS USING REPREVE

At Sphere Sport, we believe in doing our part for a greener tomorrow. That’s why 
we’re proud to offer REPREVE fabric options to our clients. Since it’s founding in 
2007, REPREVE has recycled over 35 billion bottles worth of plastic while creating it’s 
performance fabrics.  

Despite being recycled, REPREVE fabric is some of the highest quality fabric we stock 
and is trusted by major sports organizations and brands including the Pac-12 athletic 
conference in the US.  

Many teams are looking to reflect their personal values in the apparel they wear. By 
developing products made with REPREVE offerings with us, you’ll be able to meet the 
growing demand for eco-friendly apparel while also increasing your per unit profit 
margin.  

We currently stock 140gsm and 160gsm REPREVE fabrics. We are able to supply 
heavier GSM’s of REPREVE fabric, but require a minimum order of 1000 apparel 
pieces. 

www.repreve.com

0821
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VALUE-ADDED SERVICES
FOR TEAMWEAR BRANDS
Do more for less with free or low-cost offshore services tailored to the needs of 
teamwear and apparel brands like yours. 

Production Photos
with Every Order

As a last QC check and an added perk 
to our clients, we take high-quality 
photos of every apparel piece on a 

mannequin in our studio and forward 
them to our clients to send to the end-

user or use for their marketing. 

Regular Shipping
Updates

Our staff will send you regular updates 
of every shipment’s progress. This way 
you can rest easy knowing that you’ll 
be informed of any delay and kept in 

the loop until the apparel is delivered. 

Kit Builder
Software  & Set-up

We’ve invested considerable time and 
money into developing designs and 
capabilities into kit builder software 

so that we can offer to our clients at a 
heavily discounted rate to create their 

own for use on their websites. 

Promo Item &
Product Sourcing

Because of our partnership with 
sister company Sphere Resources, a 

trading company also in China, we are 
able to source any custom product 
to manufacture in China or Asia so 
that you can rapidly expand your 

capabilities as needed. 

Artowrk Design &
3D Mock-Ups

We offer free artwork design for many 
orders as well as inexpensive 3D 

mock-ups when required to save you 
time and money on hiring in-house 

design staff.

Client Portal & Team Shop
Solution (Coming Soon)

We believe in making the most of 
technological solutions to make life 

easier for our clients. We are currently 
developing both a client portal to 
simplify the order process and a 

service where we can help our clients 
offer their customers a team shop on 

their website. Stay tuned! 09

Artwork
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ELITE MANUFACTURING
QUALITY
We set out to manufacture every apparel piece to professional-grade quality. This 
means that our apparel looks great despite rigorous use and performs to a 
high-level on the field week after week. 

Trusted By Professional Athletes

Many of our clients supply professional teams using our apparel. Since we do not make 
this apparel any different than the rest of our team wear, you can trust that our quality is 
good enough for the pros.

Top-End Materials & Machinery

What goes into and what creates each piece of apparel matters. We believe that true 
quality can’t be faked and have invested in top-of-the-line production equipment and 
high-grade fabric materials. 

Dedicated to Excellence

No matter what machinery and materials you have, the most important aspect for 
creating quality apparel is the people involved. We handpicked a team of all-stars, each 
experts in their specialty with considerable experience at the cutting edge of team 
wear manufacturing. Their passion for quality and durability is evident in our 
finished products. 

1023
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Sublimation Fabrics
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